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Yearn Shark Finance Is DeFi project with It's Own Decentralised 
YSKF SWAP Exchange and Staking Platform. YSKF SWAP Exchange & 
Staking App Launching Soon.

1.1 What Is Yearn Shark Finance

Introduction Of YSKF

1.2 What Is YSKF

YSKF is the core token of Yearn Shark Finance Ecosystem . It is 
used in governance of the protocol and in various Features .

1.3 How to be a Sharkers ( mean Staker Of YSKF ) 

To be a Sharkers you only need register an ETH address and hold 
the YSKF tokens in one of the liquidity pools we will be setting up.

1.4 What About Lock Periods In Stacking Pool
Lock periods will be short durations for maximising of 
market activity. We will Create 120 hour lock pool, 7 day lock 
pool and 30 day lock pool with differing yield values for 
each. You will generate income from day one and you will be 
able to trade or sell your tokens without
any limitation against all YSKF/Yield Pool Pairs.



2.1 What Is Yield Farming
Yield Farming is an up and coming popular method for
cryptocurrency owners to gain passive income. It involves
taking advantage of various incentives rewards for locking up (or staking) 
different cryptocurrencies. This whitepaper
focuses on the Yearn Shark Finance yield farming mechanism for the 
YSKF token which we hope will become one of the highest
performing yield farming poolsperforming yield farming pools

2.2 What is A Yield Staking Pool ?
Put simply, staking is the process of keeping funds in a cryptocurrency 
wallet (or staking pool) to help the underlying proof-of-stake blockchain 
network (for a particular project)
operate more efficiently and securely.

A stake represents a voting right in a particular project that is earned 
after purchasing a minimum amount of coins. This means the more 
coins we hold in a staking pool, the more
voting rights we obtain. And since holding the coins helps the underlyvoting rights we obtain. And since holding the coins helps the underly-
ing proof-of-stake network operate more efficiently and securely, a 
reward is paid out. 

Comparing and contrasting staking vs traditional passive investments

Conceptually, the process of holding tokens and then being rewarded 
for holding them resembles certain passive-income instruments found 
in traditional finance, such as
bonds or preference shares for instance. But fundamentally they are 
very different.

Yield Farming



1.5 Why Should we buy YSKF ?

There Are Many Reasons Why You Should By YSKF ?

• CREATIVE BUSINESS IDEA : An all in one project that will not 
disappear and fall. Will be backed up with professional 
human resources and powerfull project.

• TRAINING TO EMPLOYEE : Several cryptocurrency compa• TRAINING TO EMPLOYEE : Several cryptocurrency compa-
nies ranked 10 in cmc who support us from behind will help 
with project management

• BEST STRETEGY : All Unsold token in public and private sale 
will be burned. Token growth by listing on top 1 big exchang-
es and auto burning system that will decrease total Supply 
and increase Growth.

• BEST TEAMWORK EVER : Our team is highly experienced in 
software engineering and projects development.

• BUSINESS PRIVACY : User security in securities using stak-
ing pools, apps, and payments will be guaranteed safe and 
personal data will not be known even to our staff.

• BUSINESS IMPLEMENTATION : To achieve maximum results 
we will focus on utility tokens and listing on big exchanges.

 At Last DYOR Before Buying Any Utility Token.



Stacking
3.1 What is A Yield Staking Pool ?
It will not be necessary to have any knowledge of hardware 
or software to start earning money through cryptocurrency, 
nor will it be necessary to lock tokens or deposit them in wal-
lets of which you do not have the private keys, neither you 
will need to invest in expensive hardware or pay for server 
maintenance.

3.2 What does staking mean ?
Put simply, staking is the process of keeping funds in a crypto-
currency wallet (or staking pool) to help the underlying 
proof-of-stake blockchain network (for a particular project)
operate more efficiently and securely.

A stake represents a voting right in a particular project that is 
earned after purchasing a minimum amount of coins. This 
means the more coins we hold in a staking pool, the more
voting rights we obtain. And since holding the coins helps the 
underlying proof-of-stake network operate more efficiently and 
securely, a reward is paid out. 

Comparing and contrasting staking vs traditional passive in-
vestments

Conceptually, the process of holding tokens and then being re-
warded for holding them resembles certain passive-income in-
struments found in traditional finance, such as
bonds or preference shares for instance. But fundamentally 
they are very different.

Staking rewards are not derived from earnings
The reward that is received in the process of staking is actually 
a proportion of the limited pool of tokens. It is not derived from 
the companies profits or earnings



3.3 What is Potential of YSKF Staking ?

DeFi’s so-called yield farmers are putting their capital to work to 
earn yield from protocols such as Compound, Synthetix, Balancer, 
and Curve. 

Here are some of the things that can really help when understand-
ing how to yield farm with staking rewards.
Yield farmers are earning as much as 100% APR on popular stable-
coins on a good day in the field. 
On a bad day, losses can be steep, but the potential for big profits 
has drawn hundreds of millions into DeFi in the past week. 

While depositing capital into a smart contract to earn a return is 
nothing new to DeFi, yield farming has become more attractive in 
the recent weeks as protocol teams are increasingly incentivizing 
liquidity providers (LPs) by distributing their native token. 
That means traders can get the hottest tokens on the block in adThat means traders can get the hottest tokens on the block in ad-
dition to interest on their deposits.



Yearn Shark SWAP Exchange

4.1 What is Yearn Shark SWAP Exchange ?

This Exchange will be an automated market making exchange 
interface similar to UNISWAP and SUSHISWAP, this will be dif-
ferent in the way that it enables token liquidity providers to 
add a maximum impermanent loss threshold to the smart 
contract when they add liquidity, essentially ensuring trust 
that they won't lose 100% of their assets for supporting a proj-
ect. To be a user of Yearn Shark Finance Swap exchange you 
only need to integrate Metamask once and add your YSKF 
Tokens to your dashboard wallet.

Yearn Shark Finance SWAP exchange is planned for testing 
December, 2020. 
We aim to have it operational by Q1 of 2021. With community 
driven research and development to help shape the future of 
the exchange platform



Stacking App by YSKF

In This app you can Stake Crypto In Various Pool, ( there will 
be 3 Pool In App) And In Every Pool There Will Be 2 Pair Of 
YSKF/ETH and YSKF/USDT

This will be the easiest and most secure way to earn passive 
income in crypto !
Your profit goes from the cryptocurrency networks powered Your profit goes from the cryptocurrency networks powered 
by Proof-Of-Stake and masternode technologies. We are se-
curing those networks, and you are earning from it !

5.1 What Is Stacking App ?

5.2 Features Of YSKF Stacking App ?
(i) You Can Instantly Swap YSKF To Supported Crypto - 
ETH, USDT
(ii) You Can Also Instantly Buy YSKF At Exchange Price 
There By Supported Crypto.

• Fully automated staking & masternode pool
Deposits, rewards, and withdrawals proceed instantly. You 
are here to stake, not to wait!

• Rewards compounding• Rewards compounding
Every reward is reinvested instantly. It makes your portfolio 
to grow faster.

• No lockup period
Deposit and withdraw your crypto at any time and in any 



Roadmap and Distribution

6.1 Roadmap Of YSKF ?



6.2 Mechanism Of Token -

6.3 Distribution Of Token 

The distribution of YSKF token was specifically tai-
lored to
ensure a strong community was built. The benefit of 
this project is that the even distribution creates a 
stability in the AMM exchange.

 We will be burning all of the left remaining presale 
token at the end of presale.

45% Private & Public Sale
 --- 20% Private Sale
 --- 25% Public Sale
18% Airdrop and Bounty
12% Marketing And Development
10% Team and Testing Purpose
15% Locked For Listing Liquidity15% Locked For Listing Liquidity



 About Contract And Token Details ?

 • Network: Ethereum Blockchain 
 • Name: YearnShark.finance Token 
 • Symbol: YSKF 
 • Decimals: 18 
 • Total Supply : 15,000 YSKF 
 • Contract Address : 0x8ec4e89f52c361 • Contract Address : 0x8ec4e89f52c361-
fea535e10ddf3fc6dd6b3e9262
 
YSKF PRIVATE SALE 
Start : 19 November 2020 - 08:00 (UTC+0)
End : 23 November 2020 - 08:00 (UTC+0) 
Minimum Purchase : 0.50 ETH 
Number of tokens for sale : 2000 YSKF 
Tokens rate : 1 ETH = 10 YSKF 
Soft Cap : 200 ETH
 
YSKF PUBLIC SALE
Start : 25 November 2020 - 08:00 (UTC+0)
End : 02 December 2020 - 08:00 (UTC+0) 
Minimum Purchase : 0.1 ETH Minimum Purchase : 0.1 ETH 
Number of Tokens for Sale : 2500 YSKF 
Tokens rate : 1 ETH = 8 YSKF 
Hard Cap : 300 ETH



Social Media Of YSKF 

Site : https://yearnshark.finance

Telegram Group : https://t.me/YSKFofficialchat

Telegram Channel : https://t.me/YSKFofficial

Twitter : https://twitter.com/YSKFofficial

Medium : https://medium.com/@yfmfofficial

Instagram - https://instagram.com/YSKFofficial

7.1 Social media links ?


